Molecular genetics in muscular dystrophy research: revolutionary progress.
The contribution of "reverse genetic" strategies to neuromuscular disease research is evident in the progression of breakthroughs that have recently culminated in the cloning of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) cDNA. The resultant improvements in our understanding of the genetic basis of Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) and DMD serve as models for similar investigation of other heritable disorders. These genetic advances have outpaced concurrent work on the molecular pathogenesis of the dystrophic process, with the curious result that inferences about the DMD protein's amino acid sequence have preceded any information about its function or intracellular localization. In recognition that this foundation sets the stage for the rapid elucidation of the disease's pathogenesis, we review the experimental basis of such advances, with reference to relevant progress in basic myology, pathology, and molecular biology. We conclude with a view towards the ultimate clinical implications of these experimental breakthroughs.